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Enterprise Document Management System 

Problem 

 

Our wholesale insurance client was growing at a rapid pace each year, as 
much as thirty percent. With the increased volume came a sharp 
increase in the amount of paper files that required storage and 
maintenance in order to comply with regulatory standards. The 
manpower to manage and move paper files between employees' desks 
was growing. Printing email correspondence to maintain in a paper file 
quickly became unmanageable. 

 

Approach 

 

• Capture email, fax correspondence and all document creation 
automatically from the core transactional system. 

• Manual archiving of documents needed to be quick and easy in 
order to gain user acceptance. 

• The Quad Nova team worked with subject matter experts to 
determine a filing structure that worked for all business units. 

 

Solut ion 

 

• APIs were developed that could be called from the company's 
existing applications to auto archive documents and emails 
behind-the-scenes, so users were not required to perform extra 
steps to archive documents. 

• Created a personal desktop to allow users to manage and file 
items. Additional features include reassigning a document, 
splitting a large document into smaller ones and discarding 
specific pages. 

• Shared access to desktops allows for collaboration between 
users. This feature enabled incoming emails to be directed 
automatically to shared desktops where a team could manage 
requests. 

• Users can easily index, categorize, fax (via eFax) or email a group 
of documents with just a few clicks. 

• As the majority of emailing occurs via the Outlook client, a plug-in 
was created to allow users to index and categorize their 
correspondence directly from Outlook. 

• Integration with Microsoft Exchange Server easily allow users to 
select emails from their inbox and quickly add them to the 
archive. 

• An entire file can be exported and zipped while retaining the 
structure. This feature is often utilized for external audits. 
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• An optional thumbnail viewer gives users flexibility to view 
multiple pages at a time to easily navigate lengthy documents. 

• Support for different storage backends allows moving of older 
documents to a cloud provider for cost savings and keeping 
recent documents on premises network storage for fast access. 

• Integrations with the transactional core system allow displaying 
of relevant policy info to the user at a glance, such as, contract 
parties, premium and notes. 

 

Results  

 

• Emails and documents typically appear within seconds in the system 
enabling users to work efficiently. 

• Using shared desktops helped facilitate the outsourcing of back 
office tasks as the queue of work was managed in a central 
application.  

• Moving older documents to a cloud-based storage solution has 
provided significant cost saving versus expensive hard drives.  

• Eliminated the need for physical storage space of paper files. 
Services to cart away old paper files to offsite storage facilities was 
no longer necessary.  

 

An example of the value that I recognize from Quad Nova – As our company 
grows and our employees fully utilize our enterprise level imaging system, 
we have a need to increase storage space on a frequent basis.  This can be 
quite expensive and time consuming for our Infrastructure team to build, 
implement and maintain.  Quad Nova recommended and architected a 
cloud-based solution (Amazon) to meet our storage needs.  The solution 
has been in place several years now, works flawlessly and the incremental 
storage costs are a fraction of what the physical storage solutions would 
have cost. 

Mark Melander | All Risks, Ltd. 
Chief Administrative Officer 
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